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HSBC Malta tops 
Euromoney Cash Management Survey 2021  

HSBC Bank Malta has been named winner of two awards in the Euromoney Cash Management 
Survey 2021: Market Leader and Best for Service. The Euromoney Cash Management Survey 
recognises the leading providers of cash management products and services through the 
receipt of responses from leading cash managers, treasurers and financial officers worldwide, 
and is considered the benchmark survey for the global cash management industry. 

Joyce Grech, Head of Commercial Banking at HSBC Malta, said: “These awards represent a 
recognition of the efforts that we put into continually improving the cash management services 

on offer to our customers every day. Providing leading transaction banking services to the 
Malta market remains a key strategic priority for HSBC Malta. Just as our clients are adapting 

in an ever-evolving world, we will continue to provide a world of opportunity to our customers 
through the range of transaction banking services that we offer. We are very grateful to our 
customers who voted for us in these prestigious categories and we look forward to continuing 

to support their local and international banking needs as we grow safely together. I would also 
like to congratulate our teams and colleagues on this fantastic achievement.” 

Monique Gilmour, Head of Global Liquidity and Cash Management at HSBC Bank Malta, said: 

“We continuously monitor and reflect on our performance to identify areas of improvement. 
This mindset, which is adopted by each HSBC employee, enables us to progressively fine-tune 
our products and services, offering the best possible cash management capabilities to our 

clients. These recent accolades offer an acknowledgement to our teams who continuously 
strive to deliver the best services to our partners and clients. A hearfelt thank you for all their 

hard work.”  

HSBC Group, in the corporate category, was named Market Leader and Best for Service 

globally, in the Middle East and North America regions. Furthermore, HSBC Group was named 
Market Leader in Asia-Pacific and won Best for Service in Central and Eastern Europe, France, 

Japan, Netherlands, Taiwan SAR and Thailand. 

In the financial institutions category, the Group was named Market Leader Globally, as well as 

for US Dollar, Euro, Hong Kong Dollar, Renminbi, and Sterling. HSBC Group was named 
Market Leader Regionally in Asia-Pacific for US Dollar and Renminbi, and in Western Europe 

for all currencies. In addition, the Group won the Global Best Service award for all currencies 
together with Best Overall Service for financial facilities, personnel, service and tech provisions. 

HSBC Group was also named Best Service Provider overall for US Dollar and Hong Kong 
Dollar.  



PHOTOCAPTION: HSBCnet is a  powerful, intuitive online tool to help manage even the 
most complex banking needs 
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